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NFTArtist
Copy & Paste this description:

NFT Artist

We are looking for an NFT Artist for manga themed project. If you are someone who thrives in an
exciting and new industry where being self-directed, determined, and resilient are a requirement and
where creativity flourishes, we would love for you to join us. The role is 100% remote and highly
collaborative.

About us:

BeInCrypto is a news website founded in August 2018 that specializes in cryptographic technology,
privacy, fintech, and the Internet — among other related topics. The primary goal of our website is to
inject transparency into an industry rife with disingenuous reporting, unlabeled sponsored articles, and
paid news masquerading as honest journalism.

The role:

You will be responsible for making world-class creative work, conceptualizing, producing, and launching
NFT projects. You will also be responsible for creating content and collateral for all marketing
touchpoints.

Requirements & skills:

• An understanding of crypto art and NFT culture.

• Min. 6 months of experience designing NFTs.

• Passion for digital storytelling.

• Understands the intersection of culture and technology.

• Hands-on with all the tools and techniques needed to create NFTs.

• Previous experience or familiarity with NFT projects.

Interest and experience in creating manga genre illustrations.

Responsibilities:

• Creating character design with wearables, rarity assets, and environments.

• Work closely with marketing and design team on conceptualization and execution of NFT design.

• Designing digital assets related to the project for web, social media, and newsletter.

We offer:

• Remote only and full-time work available.

• Join a stellar team of talents from all over the world and learn from them.

• Great work environment, where everyone’s opinion is welcome and valued.

• Unique opportunity to take part in the emergence of a future leader in bitcoin news coverage.



Web3 Illustrator
Copy & Paste this description:

About the role This is a one month contract You will help define the visual landscape for digital
interactive stories for several world renowned franchises. You’d be an integral part of a tight-knit creative
team for an eco-friendly crypto studio and side chain. We are seeking an artist with a strong eye for
design to develop the aesthetics of the artwork that will be launching multiple franchises and brands’ first
leap into green block-chain technology. Responsibilities

Work closely with art director and creative leads to conceptualize, design, and illustrate props,
environments, and scenes for both 2D and 3D digital media projects for a Creative NFT Studio. Artwork
will range from a magical realism/surreal style to gritty sci fi.

Required skills

Portfolio demonstrating artistic sensibilities for a wide range of styles A passion for creating original and
inspired prop and environment focused concept design and illustrations Ability to create technical
drawings, turnarounds, and call out sheets for modelers and animators Strong understanding of lighting,
composition, color theory, materials, and textures Expert knowledge of Adobe CC Motivated,
collaborative, and organized

Bonus Points

Character and creature design is a plus Experience with 3D software like C4D and Maya is a plus
Knowledge and passion for NFTs and blockchain. Experience working at a startup as well as a big
corporate environment. Having worked in a remote environment.

How to apply If you have any issues submitting your application, please reach out to us at
careers@palm.io. Palm NFT Studio is an equal opportunity employer. We encourage people from all
backgrounds to apply. We are committed to ensuring that our organization is made available and
accessible to everyone. All employment decisions are made without regard to race, color, national origin,
ancestry, sex, gender, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, age, genetic information,
religion, disability, medical condition, pregnancy, marital status, family status, veteran status, or any
other characteristic protected by law.

When applying, mention the word CANDYSHOP when applying to show you read the job post
completely. This is a beta feature to avoid spam applicants. Companies can search these words to find
applicants that read this and see they're human ROTEuMzYuMjQ2Ljc3M



NFTArtist Lead
Copy & Paste this description:

Avant Arte wants to make art radically more accessible for a new generation. The company began as a cult blog of contemporary
artists and grew organically into the world’s largest and most engaged online art community, with more than 2 million of their
followers under the age of 35. Avant Arte's vision is to inspire a generation of millions of young people who love art like they love
music and who collect works like they build their wardrobe.

The company collaborates with iconic contemporary artists like Jenny Holzer, Cai Guo-Qiang, Claire Tabouret and Hank Willis
Thomas, making their work more accessible to younger collectors through sculpture editions, print editions and unique works on
paper of exceptional quality. And they have built a highly engaged community of next-generation art collectors, which means Avant
Arte’s artist launches are heavily oversubscribed, with many behaving more like fashion drops, selling out in under 30 seconds.

More recently, we've loved witnessing the new wave of artists that have been empowered by web3 and NFTs. The technology has
enormous potential to create new and rich art & collecting experiences that contribute to our mission. As such, we've recently
added the ability to launch works on-chain to our offering, allowing us to collaborate with leading creators from traditional
contemporary and digitally-native backgrounds across any medium, be it digital or physical.

We’re currently a team of 85, split between London and Amsterdam, looking to scale to more than 100 over the next 6 months.
This is a great opportunity to join a highly successful, profitable, early-stage business at a pivotal moment in our growth, where you
will have a big impact from day one.

OUR CULTURE

We’re a small team with really big ambitions, both for what we want to achieve and also the environment we’re building. We want
to create a company that remains thoughtful as we scale and tries to be genuinely progressive in how we operate; we want people
to really own what they do and be given the autonomy and freedom to make mistakes, learn, and create something meaningful.
We all work incredibly hard because we really care about what Avant Arte is here to do – we’re looking for exceptional people who
are proactive, hungry to learn, and want to put their pride in our collective achievements.

We know that creating an inclusive environment that promotes and values diversity is critical if we want to build something with
impact and meaning. We believe that having diversity in age, background, gender identity, race, sexual orientation, physical or
mental ability, ethnicity, and perspective will make us an infinitely better company. And it is particularly vital if we are going to build
a roster of artists and a community of collectors that are representative of contemporary art and of the wider world today.

Requirements

WHAT WE NEED

We’re looking for a highly motivated NFT Artist Lead to help the business curate and develop an outstanding programme of on-
chain works. The Artist Lead role will be responsible for outreaching to new artists and producing new releases in collaboration
with our artists, in line with our wider curatorial strategy.

We really do encourage everyone to proactively step outside of their job description if they see something that could be improved
but the core of your role will involve:

Artist acquisition

• Act as the first point of contact for artists releasing works on chain

• Research and identify new artists for collaborations with Avant Arte

• Manage relationships with our community of artists, co-ordinating outreach efforts and introduction calls

Collaborate closely with artists and their teams to scope an exciting programme of projects which include digital and/or IRL
components

Creative production

• Liaising with our in-house production team to bring scoped projects to life

• Creating and managing a diverse calendar of Avant Arte on-chain releases, taking into consideration different artist
practices, mediums, geographies, ethnicities and gender identity amongst many other things

Artist community

• Build strong relationships with our artist community and stay on top of emerging on-chain art trends and themes, acting as
an in-house thought leader for artist programming

• Use artist knowledge the help the Avant Arte content team generate and publish original, creative content across social
platforms that speaks to Avant Arte’s mission, artist approach and on-chain programme

• Translate artist curation and programming into meaningful themes for the marketing and content themes to align around



Web3NFT 3DArtist
Copy & Paste this description:

About Energi Energi (NRG) is a next-generation Proof of Stake (PoS) cryptocurrency, combining
Ethereum-compatible smart contracts with on-chain governance, a self-funding treasury, and a layer 2
masternode network, enabling powerful DeFi applications. We are a fully remote company with no fixed
headquarters. The team is spread throughout the Americas, Europe, Africa, Asia, and Oceania. With
more than 90 contributors, the team forms a well-linked network across a variety of locations, lifestyles,
and backgrounds. Energi's culture is driven by integrity, strategic thinking, leadership, and the shared
desire to perform at our peak. While our differences make us adaptable and versatile, it's our shared
values that give us the strength and drive to become the cryptocurrency for world consciousness.
What’s in It for You?

Work flexible hours from anywhere and be part of a team that is driven by strong values and a clear
shared vision. Directly shape the future of a completely new model for cryptocurrency and blockchain
applications. Challenge your skills and push your creative limits working with the latest blockchain
technologies & systems. Play an active role in one of the most significant technological innovations in
human history. Receive a competitive salary paid in a combination of BTC and NRG.

What we’re looking for We are looking for an NFT Artist to join our team for a one-of-a-kind
opportunity to design and develop Energi’s new NFT marketplace and the NFT artwork available for
purchase on the market. To be an ideal candidate, you should have experience creating Digital Art and
must have a portfolio for assessment. Candidates with strong profiles on sites like Dribbble, Pinterest,
and Coolvibe who are interested in creating NFTs will also be considered. What You Will Do

Help develop, create and maintain Energi’s NFT marketplace design and strategy. Build NFT artistry,
research new and exciting design possibilities. Utilize cutting-edge design tools to build graphically
stunning NFT artwork. Create a collection for the Energi NFT platform which users enjoy.

Essential Requirements

Experience in creating digital art. Experience in designing Graphics and Interactive Media. Self-driven
with the ability to deliver results with minimal supervision. Fluent English communicator. Passionate and
up-to-date on the rapidly changing world of blockchain technology. Values aligned with the Energi culture
and values.

Nice to Have

Degree in Digital Arts 2+ years of experience with Microsoft Visual Studio 2+ years of experience with
3D Graphics Software

This role is not open to 3rd party organizations or agencies. Any candidates sent will be considered
free of any charges Energi is committed to creating a diverse environment and is proud to be an equal
opportunity employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to
race, color, religion, gender, gender identity or expression, sexual orientation, national origin, genetics,
pregnancy, disability, age, veteran status, or other characteristics.

When applying, mention the word CANDYSHOP when applying to show you read the job post
completely. This is a beta feature to avoid spam applicants. Companies can search these words to find
applicants that read this and see they're human ROTEuMzYuMjQ2Ljc3M



Graphic Designer
Copy & Paste this description:

Collective is a web3 social platform for NFT communities to empower their members. We make it easy
for NFT owners with shared interests to foster genuine connections and support each other through
contributions to communities they love.

We first launched as MomentRanks in February 2021, and saw over 150,000 monthly active users
within a year. We're backed by some of the best VCs in the crypto space and are growing incredibly fast.
We recently rebranded to Collective (collective.xyz) to shift our focus to empowering NFT communities.

At Collective, we believe that it is essential to elevate all perspectives in the Web3 space so we can
make it accessible to everyone. We are dedicated to equal employment opportunities regardless of race,
color, ancestry, religion, sex, national origin, sexual orientation, age, citizenship, marital status, disability,
gender identity, or Veteran status.

The Basics

We're seeking a Graphic Designer who will create original graphic content for Collective’s social
channels that aligns with our brand vision. The Graphic Designer will have the experience that equips
them with the storytelling and social media skills to effortlessly translate all of our content to speak to our
audiences across social channels, blogs, video, and other public facing platforms. You will work directly
with the Lead of Content to grow our presence, establish a loyal audience, and extend our reputation as
the home for NFT communities.

The ideal candidate thrives working independently, has enthusiasm for audience development, NFTs
and Web3, and has exceptional organization, communication, and collaboration skills. Additionally, this
candidate is creative-minded and has some experience developing brand identity.

We are open to hiring a full-time or part-time graphic designer, depending on your experience and
availability.

Responsibilities

— Collaborate with the Lead of Content to conceptualize, create, and manage social content across
Collective’s social platforms

— Create videos, graphics, images, animations, illustrations, and other visuals for social/marketing
needs

— Maintain a consistent visual identity across Collective’s social channels

— Responsible for production of projects to adhere to deadlines/quick turnarounds

— Contribute to brainstorm meetings to aid both marketing and creative strategies and ideation

— Troubleshooting creative problems and other issues in the production pipeline

— Channel our voice with digestible graphics that drives social media conversation using best practices

Desired Experience

— 3+ years of relevant experience in graphic design (motion graphics and video production are a plus)

— Possesses a deep understanding of creating engaging content tailored to specific audiences

— Proficient skills in Photoshop and Illustrator (After Effects is a plus)

— Ability to clearly present concepts, and execute projects from start to finish

— Can handle a fast paced environment with last minute changes

—Excellent attention to detail
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